FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Eyenavision Inc. Announces Release of Chemistrie Complete:
PITTSBURGH, Pennsylvania (June 12, 2018) - Eyenavision Inc., a company focused
on providing innovative products to the optical industry, including the patented
Chemistrie Magnetic lens layering technology, is pleased to announce the release of
Chemistrie Complete eyewear.
Previously, Chemistrie Clips were attached to a patient’s frame through a micro-magnet
that was embedded into patient’s Rx lenses. With the release of Chemistrie Complete,
the patented micro-magnets will now be blended within the frame. After receiving some
customer’s feedback regarding hesitation with a magnet being drilled into their primary
Rx lenses, Eyenavision has developed a premium clip and frame line to offer everyone
the same sun protection that Chemistrie has provided in the past, but with a fresh new
look.
Each of the six new Chemistrie Complete styles are available in three unique colors and
are made in Italy from a premium acetate to ensure the utmost quality products for all
independent ECP’s. Each patient who purchases a Chemistrie Complete frame will also
receive a grey, brown or G-15 Chemistrie clip. Additionally, 24 polarized sunlens colors,
including solid, mirror and gradients, are available as add-on options.
“We are excited about our newest Chemistrie innovation. I am confident that this
product will provide a solution for independent ECPs to offer their existing patients a
premium method of optical sun protection,” commented Joseph Zewe, CEO of
Eyenavision, “With Chemistrie Complete, we now have the same trusted and proven
Chemistrie Clip with a new look customers will love.”
About Eyenavision Inc.: Eyenavision Inc. is the developer of innovative consumer
products for the optical industry. Under the brand name, Chemistrie, Eyenavision sells
its patented Magnetic Lens Layering System series of products that eliminate the
challenges typically associated with clip-on eyewear.
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